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In the daily Amidah prayer we address God as Elohei Avraham, Elohei Yitzchak vE’lohei Ya’akov. 1 Many have
suggested that the repetition of the word Elohim in relation to each patriarch indicates that each one had a unique
understanding of and relationship to God. Today too, our individual and collective conceptions of God are vital and
determining. Our ideas about God influence our relationships with self and other, male and female, heaven and
earth—and can have a direct impact on our activism.
At the beginning of Parashat Vayetze, the third patriarch, Jacob, flees from home and his personal relationship with
God begins to unfold. En route, Jacob stops at an outdoor, natural setting that the text repeatedly calls makom—a
place. 2 In this makom, Jacob creates a shelter of stones and falls asleep. That night he has the famous revelation
dream, 3 in which he encounters God ‘poised over’ 4 him at the top of a ladder connecting heaven and earth. God
assures Jacob that God will be with him always.
The language of the dream creates a binary between the earthly place where Jacob sleeps and the transcendent
sphere where God is positioned. The contrast between earth and heaven develops as Jacob wakes from his dream
while it is yet night. In a reverie, he exclaims:
How full of awe is this place!
This (zeh) is none other than the house of God
And this (zeh) is the gate of heaven. 5
In a moment of profound understanding, Jacob affirms the presence of holiness in two different spheres:
Zeh…v’zeh—this place down here is the house of God and this is heaven’s gate.
The midrash picks up on Jacob’s mirroring of earth and heaven and suggests that there is a Temple located in the
heavens that sits directly above the Temple on earth. 6 We need not read this midrash literally in order to appreciate
its sublime understanding that the same God that illuminates the heavens radiates through the physicality of the
land.
This idea is amplified in the text as Jacob assembles “stones” (plural) to create a headrest, and then the following
morning, finds a “stone” (singular) beneath his head. 7 A Talmudic explanation helps resolve this shift from the plural
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to the singular by suggesting that all the stones clamored to touch Jacob’s head, but the struggle subsided during the
night as they melded into one. 8 Jacob’s recognition of Godliness below as well as above is reflected in the amalgam of
stone. The single stone on earth mirrors the single Deity of the heavens; the sacredness that inheres above and below
is one.
We inherit from Jacob a dual recognition of the sacred above and below. However, for thousands of years, much of
Judaism has focused on the image of God on high—a God of shamayim (heaven); a God we look ‘up’ to. This focus
on a spiritualized God, located beyond earth, is symbolic of our human striving to transcend matter, to rise above the
corporeal restraints of experience. In failing to honor equally the two aspects of Jacob’s vision, we deny the fullness of
our ancient heritage. 9
But there are cultures today that still retain a complex understanding of the sacred link between heaven and earth.
Consider indigenous peoples living in the Amazon region such as the Tageri of Equador, the Yanomani of Brazil and
Venezuala, or the Waura of Brazil. 10 Their belief systems affirm the sanctity and Divinity of earth and nature, and
their religion and livelihood—which they get from the land—are intertwined. 11
Unfortunately, others haven’t respected this delicate balance. Communities in this resource-rich region have to
struggle to protect their land from industrial development. Multi-national companies and their own governments
occupy indigenous lands to obtain oil and timber, minerals and water. The construction of megaprojects destroys
their livelihoods as well as the mekomot—places—that they deem to be sacred. Having been self-sufficient for
centuries, many of these communities now face eviction, poverty and starvation.
While the act of destroying the Amazon is not ours directly, the responsibility for this tragedy is on us all. Our
disconnection from Jacob’s “God below” has distanced so many of us from a sacred connection to the earth—so
much so that we don’t protest when holy ground is callously destroyed. When we don’t speak up, we are complicit in
harming the earth and those peoples who more directly depend on it. If we can reclaim Jacob’s sense of the sacred in
our theology, we may feel an imperative to protect the earth, and those cultures deeply connected to it, in our
activism.
Jacob reminds us of these dual aspects to God’s Divinity: God is located in an ethereal heavenly sphere and also in the
rootedness of earth, stone and matter. In returning to the theology of Jacob, our spirituality can be enriched and our
activism enhanced as we take action to ensure that all peoples retain their dignified relationships with the Divinity of
heaven and sacred ground.
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